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In a democratic set-up committed to rule of law and e-governance to cope with the necessity of dealing with various types of demands in the context of a welfare state, the administrative agencies have to meet several challenges in resolving many issues that crop up in the daily routine of discharge of varied functions. There is a growing criticism that the administrative agencies have become not responsive to various types of public issues. The judiciary, in the exercise of powers of judicial review coupled with judicial activism has been able to create a set of doctrines highly useful in increasing the efficiency of such agencies and to attain a high degree of ‘quality administrative justice’ to people.

These developments may be summarized thus:

1. In the sphere of imposition of penalties and punishments in a variety of cases, including disciplinary proceedings, the administrative authorities exercised a wide range of powers to inflict penalties etc., as they ‘deemed fit’. Factually, it resulted in violation of Article 20(1)¹ of the Constitution of India, 1950. In many cases, the punishments awarded were challenged on the grounds of fairness and violation of principles of natural justice. This obviously resulted in the consideration of two vital issues such as:

   i) the magnitude of the act or misconduct committed; and
   ii) the penalties inflicted being questioned as arbitrary, unfair and disproportionate.

Bentham in his ‘theory of legislation’² advocated that offences and punishments must be proportionate and inadequate punishments must be avoided. In dealing with such cases, judiciary laid down the ‘doctrine of proportionality’ which effectively controlled the discretionary power of the administration in the imposition of punishments. The exercise of power of judicial review, courts scrutinized the punishments on the
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grounds of ‘illegality’, ‘irrationality’ and ‘impropriety’. This involved relative importance to be given to various factors of the case. This resulted in evolving a principle that more drastic measures were to be avoided and ‘just measures’ to be adopted to achieve the purpose for which the punishment is provided. In other words, punishment must balance with the delinquencies and in no case be excessive. If the administrative authorities have the choice of either imposing more drastic provisions and less drastic ones, it may adversely affect the rule of law by the exercise of arbitrary powers to be exercised at their own ‘whim and fancy’, in applying whichever provision it thinks fit. Thus, the resultant effect would be ‘rule of law’ replaced by ‘rule of men’. In Dr. D.S. Reddi’s case (1967-68) the Supreme Court struck down the more drastic provision and upheld the less drastic. The government servant conducts rules which provides for departmental enquiry and imposition of penalties/punishments appear to be ‘ex-facie’ illegal merely because the enquiry is based on major or minor penalties criteria, and not on the basis of charges against the delinquent. It is the offence which should prescribe the punishment for it, and not the punishment to decide the offence. It is like putting the cart before the horse. Hence, the conduct rules require re-drafting. The punishment imposed must suit ‘the offence and the offender’.

2. Another doctrine evolved by the judiciary in the realm of administrative law is the ‘doctrine of legitimate expectations’. It may be considered as the latest recruit to a long list of concepts fashioned by the courts for the review of administrative actions. This doctrine deals with expectations of a person to be treated, in the absence of any ‘legal right’, in a particular way by administrative agencies, as the individual concerned can expect to receive the benefits or privileges. Such an obligation on the part of an administrative authority may arise from a promise or regular practice which he expects to continue and whenever denied, the affected party may invoke the power of the court to protect such expectations on the principles of natural justice and
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fair play and the courts may require the ‘authorities to act fairly’. The doctrine of legitimate expectations rests on four principles:

i) good administration should observe this doctrine when citizens require the administration to act fairly and reasonably;

ii) principles of natural justice require the administrative authorities to act reasonably and fairly;

iii) the right to be heard to be given by the authority concerned to the affected party; and

iv) the doctrine of rule of law which requires that all citizens to be treated fairly and equally and the action of the state should be in conformity with the concept of equality as guaranteed under Article 14 of the Constitution of India.

In a case, where the foreigners were allowed to stay for a limited period, permission was refused to stay, within the said period and the issue came up before the court of appeal. Based on the doctrine of legitimate expectation, the court held that despite the fact that the foreigners had no right for extension, the revocation would be contrary to the legitimate expectation. In other words decisions affecting such legitimate expectations become subject to review.

The following principles were drawn from the application of the doctrine of legitimate expectation:

i) Hearing before a decision is taken gives rise to the legitimate expectation that a hearing will be given. This can also be supported by the principal of *audi alteram partem* (hear before you decide). This can arise out of a promise made that hearing will be given;

ii) Consultation with affected interests before a decision making by authorities may give rise to an expectation that they could be consulted. This is also a democratic practice, that any order which affects a party shall be made only after the concerned party/parties are consulted. This is also a practice adopted in the
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exercise of ‘delegated legislation’, that rules affecting a section of people shall be made only after such consultation;

iii) Any benefit or advantage conferred on the people shall not be taken away without giving an opportunity of hearing to the people concerned. In fact, it is also the practice established in administration that withdrawal of such benefit in cases shall not affect the existing person who enjoy the benefit but shall be given effect to in future cases. For example, existing pensioners on the cut-off date were declared entitled to continuation of pensionery benefits but shall affect persons who are recruited after the cut-off date. In matters like deprivation of livelihood, it was held that one cannot be deprived without hearing.\(^{14}\) One of the limitations in the application of the doctrine of legitimate expectation, that it cannot override a statute or the performance of a statutory duty, and there is a promised procedure\(^{15}\) by the authority shall be followed. Such a step would create creditability in the government and retains people’s faith in the administration. It follows that when the decision-maker takes a particular decision, which runs counter to the doctrine of legitimate expectation, he must justify some over-riding public interest\(^{16}\) for the denial.

3. Needed Doctrines

In the context of a developing state with emphasis that the administrative authorities act as instruments of justice as well as an instrument of public service, there is a need for recognizing some more doctrines to make administrative agencies effective and promote a system of government which only acts to maintain maximum happiness of the maximum number of people. The happiness of the government depends on the happiness of the people. The new doctrines which are the prime need of the hour can be mentioned thus:

I. Doctrine of giving appointment to the people by administration:

Citizens having many complaints against administration and grievances, seek appointments with administrative officers or other administrative agencies. It has been the experience of the citizens that the appointments are either not given or delayed for a longer periods, as a result they suffer irreparably and put to
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untold misery and agony. Thus, this doctrine proposed can lay down that the appointments shall be given at the earliest point of time. Having the appointment fixed on a particular date and time, if the officer concerned is neither unavailable nor free to honour the appointments on the ground that he is otherwise busy with meetings or other engagements, the citizens concerned who come from far places spending money on travel and incur other expenses for stay and boarding are put to considerable loss of money and go with deep sense of disappointment and frustration. This doctrine must provide that: “No officer shall excuse himself from the appointments given to public and in case of unavailability due to other unavoidable work, he shall intimate 3 days in advance of the postponement of the appointment to the concerned party and give at the earliest possible date the appointment, and hear the grievances and do administrative justice of high order”. In the event of failure to do so, the officer concerned shall be liable to pay compensation for the loss and consequential expenses incurred by the person concerned. Such compensation claims be settled on the spot on the date of appointment by the department concerned and the compensation paid by the department be recovered from the salary of the officer concerned. Every government department shall endeavor to render administrative justice as expeditiously as possible. Such measures will not only satisfy the members of the public but also reduce the bulk of litigation before courts etc., for instance if the claim submitted by a citizen is inordinately delayed, the officer concerned may arrange payment on the date of appointment to the person concerned so that the need to approach courts etc., does not arise.

II. Doctrine of procurement of materials for government use by administration:

Several instances have occurred where malpractices were resorted to in the purchase of materials for use by government departments by violation of rules or resorting to illegal or improper methods in procurement. This has given rise to scams, kick-backs and also led to enormous amount of black money. The Government of India introduced a bill to deal with procurement. For reasons best known to the then government there was delay in enacting the Bill into law. The need for the doctrine of procurement of materials for government use by administration should now lay down that the provisions of the
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Bill be treated as binding code of conduct, in making purchases and any officer violating the code shall be liable for punishment as may be prescribed.

The Bill must be enacted into a statute without any further delay and public procurement should not result in scams and there must be absolute honesty in procuring. Strict enforcement of law is necessary to avoid loss to public money and accountability on the part of the official to be ensured.

III. Doctrine of avoidance of wastage of food and austerity in public spending:

It has been noticed that several meetings of the government are arranged in five star hotels and food is wasted and huge expenditure is incurred in making food arrangements. In this context, the recent decision of the Government of India, that such meetings shall not be held in five star hotels and absolute austerity should be observed in spending needs welcome. Any officer violating the procedure shall be made liable for the loss caused to the government. It may also be necessary to limit the number of delegates to be invited for the meeting and the food ordered to be served shall be subject to such items as may be prescribed. Guest control order may be required to be made to provide for the following:

i) the number of persons to be invited; and
ii) the items of food to be ordered.

If necessary, prior approval for conducting the meeting should be obtained from the head of department concerned, who shall determine various issues relating to meetings, conferences etc., limiting the expenditure and food items to be provided.

In course of time, it may also be made applicable for private individuals as in a country suffering from poverty, there should be no wastage of foods.

IV. Doctrine of Gandhian concept of Swattch Bharath:

It is a welcome decision of the Union Government of India to observe Gandhiji’s birthday as Swattch Bharath day and Prime-Minister inaugurating the event by sweeping the public road. It is necessary that absolute cleanliness shall be maintained in domestic as well as in public places. Cleanliness is next to
Godliness and also diseaselessness. Health hazards can be avoided by cleanliness all over.

There is a need for constitutional amendment to provide a new Directive Principle of State Policy (Chapter IV) to the following effect.

“The state shall endeavour to promote and develop the concept of Swattch Bharath on Gandhian lines and it shall be implemented by appropriate measures by all government officials or authorities and failure to do so shall be punishable by law as may be prescribed”.

A new fundamental duty needs to be provided for, by a suitable amendment to the Constitution in the following terms:

“Every citizen shall be under a duty to maintain and develop Swattch Bharat as may be provided and they shall also be under a duty to assist the public authorities in measures relating to Swattch Bharath and a failure to do so or render the duty shall be punishable by law as may be prescribed.”

Suitable awards or prizes be given to the best institution/citizen who has maintained and developed the concept of Gandhiji’s Swattch Bharath.

V. Doctrine of moral code of conduct relating to bigamy, smoking, drinking etc.:

It has been noticed that some of the government employees were found resorting to bigamy or illicit sexual relationships, smoking, drinking and consumption of narcotic drugs etc. This has caused considerable suffering and agony to the members of the family and dependents and also caused serious problems in the execution of public duties, such as abusing the subordinates, using improper language and bad behavior with the public who visit the government offices. Thus, the need for the doctrine of moral code of conduct relating to bigamy, smoking, intoxication etc., has become necessary. The code may provide thus:

“No public servant shall resort to bigamy, illicit sexual relationship, smoking or consumption of liquor or narcotic drugs.”

The violation of this shall result in dismissal of the public servant and in order to provide social security a member of the family may be given a compassionate appointment as the
government may consider fit. Bigamy has already been provided in the conduct rules.

VI. Doctrine of commitment to domestic obligations:

It has been observed that in some cases of public servants that they spend their income on several illegal activities and the family members suffer from poverty and other types of agony, pain and torture.

The arguments of the public servants in such cases are that it relates to their right of privacy and no one should interfere in such matters. Protecting family interests and social security should take priority and it should over-ride considerations of ‘right of privacy’. The children of such public servants constitute human resource and it should not be destroyed. Gradually it can be extended and made applicable to private individuals as well.

VII. Doctrine of financial accountability in matters of raising loans and borrowings:

It has been found that public servants raise loans for purposes not required and spend lavishly and being unable to repay, either abscond or commit suicide. There should be a specific provision particularly for public servants that borrowings must be for legitimate purposes and shall be limited to their repaying capacity. If such limitations are not there, the public servant concerned will be acting in a manner unbecoming of a government servant and cause suffering to their family members. Committing suicide is going to create more problems and a family may become orphan in such cases.

The rule may provide thus: “No public servant shall borrow money except for legitimate purposes and avoid getting into indebtedness without the capacity to repay”.

The violation of this rule must entail punishment as may be prescribed by law. The rule may provide as to what constitutes legitimate purposes.

VIII. Doctrine of maintenance of proper accounts of income and expenditure and avoidance of black money accumulation:

There have been lapses by some public servants to maintain proper accounts of income and expenditure. This has resulted in undisclosed income and consequent accumulation of black
money. It is time now that public servants may be compulsorily required to maintain proper accounts of their income and expenditure. The savings are therefore, legitimately accounted for and the question of black money accumulation may be ruled out. There should be a legal obligation on the part of public servants to maintain proper accounts and expenditure which should be followed in regard to all categories, as in some cases attenders were found to have crores of unaccounted wealth. The income tax law requires in some cases compulsory maintenance of accounts and also compulsory auditing of accounts to be submitted to the authorities. This should now be extended to all categories of government employees. This can be done by compulsorily requiring that all government employees should at the time of entry into service should furnish a statement of assets possessed on that date, and every year of service shall be required to furnish a revised statement which includes further acquisitions as well as debts. Thus, the assets held by them gets lawfully accounted for. If any acquisition is not properly explained, then it would a case of disciplinary action and penalties being imposed including dismissal from service in rare cases. This step would be in the right direction preventing the acquisition of unexplained wealth and bring down in the long runs corrupt practices adopted by the government employees, while holding office or in the discharge of duties entrusted. Time is ripe now to prescribe guidelines by the apex court in this regard.

IX. Doctrine of avoidance of possession of black money and disproportionate assets:

A specific doctrine dealing with avoidance of possessing black money and disproportionate assets needs immediate recognition by the judiciary. In the first instance, it must apply to holders of public office and with extension in due course to members of public in various activities in getting income. A rule to this effect can now be framed by the executive to deal with this issue.

X. Doctrine of avoidance of corrupt practices and observance of transparency and honest dealings:

After the introduction of computerization of records and system of functioning like ‘on-line transaction’ it has considerably prevented the adoption of corrupt practices and automatically making the transactions by government officials transparent. Still the corrupt practices are increasing day by day in government offices and servants entrusted with varied function. Recently, an officer who indulged in corrupt practices and possessing black money worth
lakhs through corruption, stored the money in drainage pipes to avoid detection. The working rules of the organization must provide for prevention of such incidents and any attempt to obtain money or other forms of wealth should be deterrently dealt with by:

i) on-line transactions;
ii) quick and expeditious disposal of files;
iii) public to meet the head of department only in relation to their pending cases;
iv) investigating agency in the vigilance department of the government, to track such cases timely: and
v) in complicated cases, a check-list to be provided to parties for all the needed documents and data required.

XI. Doctrine of legitimate avoidance of taxes and prevention of evasion of taxes:

The Income Tax Act, 1961 provides permissible deductions and exemptions which everyone including public servants can avail. This should be done by proper adherence to rules and procedure, and should not resort to claim these benefits somehow. In some cases, fraudulent methods are adopted to claim such benefits like fake certificates and manipulated documents. The rule should be strictly made applicable for government servants and in cases where false claims are made they should be liable for disciplinary action and punishments for such acts. This will in the long run avoid the possession of black money and prevention of corrupt practices, leading to transparency and good governance. Judiciary must be able to recognize this doctrine in cases of public servants (for tax purposes, it has already been recognized) it should find wider acceptance for other purposes as well.

XII. Doctrine of consistency in administrating thinking and policy formulation:

It has been observed that in many cases the government announces a policy statement and within a few days, contrary statements are made repugnant or inconsistent with declared policy. This has caused considerable suffering to the people who are affected by such actions. It also makes government, to lose credibility in the eyes of the people. Such inconsistent way of functioning also affects good governance. Illustrations are plenty in separate Andhra and Telangana Government after bifurcation of the state. Such inconsistencies create lot of confusion to administrators and public at large in giving effect to such policy
decision. Courts should intervene in such cases, when the policies are going to deny the rights of the people and where it affects the right to life or means of employment etc. This doctrine should mandate that all policy decisions are taken after considering all relevant issues including the opinion of experts and advisors and consultations as wide as possible so that the decisions taken affords sufficient proof of display of maturity and wisdom and once it is announced, it has the force ‘as if law’ to be implemented without any controversy. The courts must be empowered to strike down any inconsistent policy which is not supported by any reason and displays lack of reason, propriety and rationality.

XIII. Doctrine of government/public service being treated as profession:

Time is ripe now to consider government/public service as a profession of highest rank like chartered accountancy/medical/engineering etc. This doctrine will necessitate the service cadre to perform services treating service as the sole criteria and income receiving from such service as an ‘arising benefit’ or incidental attachment to service. A government doctor should primarily be interested in saving the life of the patient rather than on payments/salaries. Public servants handling a department should concentrate on the best service to the people concerned, rather than the salaries/income etc. It is pathetic to observe that doctors strike for an issue like compulsory rural service. Can cities alone can take health care issues and rural people are not people deserving health care benefits. Human life is important whether the individual lives in a city or a village. As Gandhiji asserted that unless villages develop there will not be real development in the country. The government/public servants must now consider service to rural people as also ‘service’ and it should be looked upon from the professional-service oriented pointed of view. Courts must be able to enforce this doctrine by due recognition of it.

XIV. Doctrine of assistance to disabled sections of society:

This doctrine requires immediate recognition by the judiciary. Disabled sections including children, handicapped, aged people and women deserving protection need governmental support. Government servants/public servants in related fields must come forward with absolute readiness to go all out to help such disabled persons. Service to such people will be real service to the people. This doctrine may be applied to all citizens as well.
A new provision be added to Chapter IV A Fundamental duties through a Constitutional Amendment to the following effect:

“All citizens including public servants shall be under a duty to render all help and assistance to disabled sections of the society in so far as possible within the limits of their own resources or power”.

XV. **Doctrine of observance of human rights and cordiality in relation to other members of society:**

It is now time to realize that all citizens including public servants must observe human rights as a way of life and must display cordiality among other sections of society. This will help in creating a society based on mutual respect, so that people may live in harmony, comfort and reap the benefit of happy living.

The well-being, welfare and happiness of the societal life depend ultimately on the individuals who compose that society.

In conclusion, it may be stated that the recognition of fifteen doctrines aforesaid will give a new structure to administrative apparatus leading to good governance and transform the lives of the people and of the nation as a whole and may result in achieving *Swarna Bharath*: the golden period of mankind.